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Agenda

• ArcGIS Online
• Feature Layers
• Analysis
• Living Atlas
• Smart Mapping
• Survey123
• Operations Dashboard
• General Learning Resources
• Questions
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ArcGIS Online - User Experience

- Set your Start Page
- App Launcher
- Item Status & Information

Demo!

Content Categories

Map Viewer
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ArcGIS Online - Arcade

GitHub Samples

Reference & Samples

How-to Smart Map with Arcade
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Hosted Feature Layers

- Add data from Cloud Drives
- Feature Layer Views
- Finer-grained editing control

Demo!
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Analysis

Find Centroids

Aggregate Points

Summarize Within
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Living Atlas

- Living Atlas
- Demographics

Vector Basemaps
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Smart Mapping - Predominance Mapping

Education Levels

Crop Harvest

- Compare up to 10 attributes at a time
- New color ramps
- How to Smart Map: Predominance
- Simple, Point Clustering
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Survey123 - Web Designer

• Rules
• Compact Appearances
• Datetime control
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Operations Dashboard

• Configurable Web Application
• Drag and drop elements to create your layout
• Operational Awareness

Examples!
Demo!
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Resources for Learning

- What’s New [archive & Blogs](#)
- [Learn ArcGIS](#)
- [E-Learning](#)
  - [Training Catalog](#)
  - Create your own learning plan
- View past training and history
- [Life-long learning](#)
Questions?
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